
We have partnered with PupJoy to give your VID a very special welcome to Eden Roc Miami Beach! Every PupJoy Box has 
at least two innovative toys your pup will love, two all-natural bags of treats, and a chew, curated from each month’s unique 
themed collection inspired by the spirit of Miami on the beach!

Your VID will also receive a food and water bowl, dog blanket and waste bags, and PupJoy Amenity Box, compliments of 
Eden Roc Miami Beach.*

SOUTH FLORIDA PET SITTER 
South Florida Pet Sitter is available to take care of your Very Important Dog.

BREATH OF FRESH AIR DOG WALKS
South Florida Pet Sitter will make sure your dog is taken care of while you dine, relax, or explore Eden Roc and Miami Beach.

30 minute walk  ………$40            45 minute walk  ……… $50                     60 minute walk  ……… $60

IN-ROOM SITTING
One of South Florida Pet Sitter Pet Professionals will stay in-room with your VID while you explore all of what Eden Roc 
and Miami has to offer - $50 per hour.

HOME SITTING
Sitting at one of South Florida Pet Sitter Pet Professional homes - $150 for up to 12 hours

Pick-up and Drop off fee: $15 each way

PAWTASTIC MASSAGE PACKAGE
Includes a dog masseuse, Reiki specialist and in-room service, which lasts 30 to 60 minutes. Whether your pup has specific 
issues or just needs to relax, our certified therapists can help.

30 - 60 minute (dependant on dog size) …………………………..   $160

Each session is designed to last 30 minutes but may last up-to 60 minutes based on the dogs ability to relax. 

*If you wish to purchase the food and water bowl or dog blanket, kindly contact a Pathfinder so you may receive a new set and pricing 

information.

VID V E R Y  I M P O R TA N T  D O G 

All reservations to be made by contacting your Pathfinder. Please allow for a 2 hour window. Exceptions can be made for last minute 
requests. Guest is responsible for meeting dog walker at an agreed upon time and location to drop off and pick-up pet. Dog walker 
parking: a $10 charge will be added to guest room account to accommodate for dog walker’s parking. All charges will be added to guest 
room account. A nonrefundable pet fee of $150.00 will be applied to your bill upon check in. This covers the extra cleaning process 
provided to keep our furry friends healthy and happy.


